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Box 1:

1920 - Programs and speeches - one copy printed program, speeches given at conferences arranged alphabetically by speaker; manuscripts of speeches and carbon copies.
Letters and Minutes - minutes of conferences - original and carbons of letters to Dr. Robert Graham in charge of conferences - letters arranged alphabetically by sender

1921 - Programs - one copy of printed program

1922 - Programs and speeches - one copy of printed program and attendance record. Manuscripts and carbons of speeches. One speech in front of folder - author unknown.

1923 - Programs and speeches - one copy of printed program, manuscripts and carbons of speeches - alphabetically by speaker.

1924 - Programs and Speeches - one copy of printed program and manuscripts and carbons of speeches.

1925 - Programs and Speeches - one copy of printed program and one manuscript. One speech on front of folder - unknown author. Manuscripts and carbons of speeches.

1926 - Programs, Speeches and Press Releases - program; agenda list, news releases dated 2/17/26, manuscripts and carbons of speeches.

1927 - Programs, Speeches and Press Releases - one copy of printed program, attendance list, news releases advertising conference, speeches - manuscripts and carbons of speeches.

1928 - Speeches and Press Releases A-D - Press releases of conferences and events in the veterinary medicine field. Two speeches of unknown authorship in front. Other manuscripts and carbons of speeches, alphabetical A-D.
Speeches E-Z - Speeches, alphabetical E-Z.
Correspondence - incoming and outgoing, to and from Dr. Robert Graham concerning conferences - articles alphabetical by sender or receiver other than Graham.

1929 - Programs, one printed program.

1930 - Programs, Speeches, and Press Releases - one copy of printed program, form letters sent to participants of conferences, press releases of U.S. Department of Agriculture dealing with conference's discussion topics and speeches, manuscripts and carbons.
Correspondence - incoming and outgoing regarding conference of that year.
1931 - Programs and speeches - one copy of printed program, agenda sheet, list of lecturers and attendance list. Typewritten and handwritten copy of program.
   Speeches - manuscripts and carbon.
   Correspondence - concerning conference
   Correspondence concerning form letter
   1932 Conference Plants sent to all participants of conference asking for suggestions for the next year's conference, replies arranged alphabetically by sender and receiver.

1932 - Programs and speeches - one printed copy of program, attendance record -manuscript of program, form letter and speeches.
   Correspondence - about veterinary conference of 1932.

1933 - Programs and speeches - one printed copy of program, one manuscript copy, form letter, attendance, list of lecturers, speeches, correspondence about 1933 conference.

1934 - Programs and correspondence - two printed programs, attendance, and correspondence.

1935 - Programs, Speeches, and Press Releases A-K - one copy of printed program, news clippings, attendance, list of expenditures, articles, manuscripts and carbons of speeches, alphabetical, A-K.
   Speeches L-Z - alphabetical, L-Z.
   Speeches - duplicates - Alphabetical A-Z.
   Correspondence I-Z.

1936 - Programs and Speeches - one copy of printed program, attendance, speeches.
   Symposiums - manuscripts of speeches and proceedings of the various sessions of the conference.
   Correspondence A-H, 1936 conference.
   Correspondence I-Z, 1936 conference.

Box 2:

1937 - Programs, correspondence, press releases - one copy of printed program, news clippings, manuscripts and carbons of speeches.
   Correspondence A-H.
   Correspondence I-Z.

1938 - Programs and Speeches - one copy of printed program, attendance, speeches.
   Correspondence A-H.
   Correspondence I-Z - articles included.
   Correspondence concerning future conferences and sample programs - example of other schools' conferences' programs.
1939 - Programs and Speeches - one copy of printed program and speeches.
   Correspondence - A-Z.

1940 - Programs and Speeches - one copy of printed program and speeches and two envelopes of photographs of exhibition operations presented at the conference.
   Correspondence A-Z.

Box 3:

1941 - Programs - one copy of printed program.

1942 - Programs, Suggestions, Press Releases and Speeches - one copy of printed program, two speeches, news releases and suggestions for future conferences on back of programs.
   Correspondence - A-Z.

1943 - Programs and Speeches - one copy of printed program and speeches.

1944 - Programs and Speeches - one copy of printed program and speeches, A-Z, correspondence, A-Z.

1945 - Programs - manuscripts and printed programs.

1946 - Programs - one copy of printed program.

1947 - Program and Speeches - one copy of printed program and speeches, A-Z.

1948 - Programs and letters - one copy of printed program and letters to Dr. Graham.

1949 - Programs and Press Releases - one copy of printed program and news releases.
   Correspondence, A-Z.

1950 - Programs and letters - one copy of printed program and letters to Dr. R. Graham.

1951 - Programs, one copy printed program.

1952 - Programs and Speeches - one copy printed program and speeches.
   Correspondence A-Z.

1953 - Programs - one copy printed program.

1954 - Programs - one copy printed program.

1955 - Programs - one copy printed program.
1956 - Programs - one copy printed program. This year Dr. Robert Graham retires and Dr. Carl Alfred Brandly succeeds him.

1958 - Programs and correspondence - one copy printed program and correspondence A-Z addressed to and from Dr. C. A. Brandly.

1959 - Programs - one copy printed program.

1960 - Programs - one copy printed program.

1961 - Programs and correspondence - one copy printed program and correspondence A-Z.

1962 - Programs - one copy printed program.

1963 - Programs and letters - one copy printed program and letter to Dr. Brandly.


1965 - Programs and correspondence - one copy printed program and correspondence A-Z.

1966 - Programs and correspondence - one copy printed program and correspondence A-Z.

1967-68 - Programs - one copy printed program.